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Hamlet Artistic Team 
Directed by Richard Garner # 

 

Set Designer   Composer    Costume Designer  

Kat Conley   Kendall Simpson   Sydney Roberts** 

 
 

Lighting Designer  Sound Designer   Stage Manager 

Mike Post   Clay Benning   Margo Kuhne* 

 

Cast of Hamlet 

 
 Hamlet, Prince of Denmark    Joe Knezevich* 

 Claudius, King of Denmark    Chris Kayser* 

 Gertrude, Queen of Denmark widow to Old Hamlet Carolyn Cook* 

 Polonius/1
st
 Gravedigger     Allan Edwards* 

 Laertes, his son      Neal Ghant* 

 Ophelia, daughter to Polonius    Ann Marie Gideon 

 Horatio, friend to Hamlet    Eric Mendenhall 

Ghost/Player King/2
nd

 Gravedigger   Mark Kincaid*  

 Rosencrantz, friend to Hamlet    Eugene Russell IV* 

 Guildenstern, friend to Hamlet    Tony Larkin 

 Player Queen/Ensemble     Tiffany Mitchenor 

 Auxiliary Ensemble     Dan Ford 

 

 

*  Denotes members of Actors’ Equity Association, the Union of Professional Actors 

and Stage Managers in the United States. 

** Denotes members of the United Scenic Artists of America 

# Denotes members of the Society of Stage Directors and Choreographers 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
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Hamlet was written sometime between 1599 and 1601 and is often considered the 

greatest achievement of the world’s greatest playwright. It has been performed and 

translated more than any other play in the world. It has had more written about it – and 

has inspired more parodies and spin-offs -- than any other literary work. Its famous “To 

be or not to be” is the most quoted phrase in the English language.  

 

Origins and Sources 
The story of Hamlet has no basis in historical events. Shakespeare’s source, referred to by 

scholars as the “Ur-Hamlet”, was a lost play popular in London in the 1580s. It was 

believed to have been written by Thomas Kyd, who based it on a tale in François 

Belleforest’s collection Histoires Tragiques (1580). That story was derived in turn from a 

ninth-century saga about a pre-Viking prince called Amleth. The saga was recorded by a 

Danish monk in Chronicles of the Danish Realm, written around 1200 and first published 

in 1514. The word “amleth” means “dimwit” or “simpleton” -- a reference to the prince’s 

feigned madness, which he assumed to protect himself from his uncle who killed his 

father. Feigned madness was a popular theme in Icelandic and Viking folk tales. 

Some aspects of the play -- including its gloomy, introspective hero, its ghost urging 

revenge, its treacherous horrors and its violence -- belong to a tradition of revenge plays 

that can be traced back to Seneca, the first-century Roman playwright, whose complete 

works had been translated 

into English in 1571. 

 

“TO BE OR NOT TO BE” may be the most famous quote from Hamlet and in the 

English language but there are numerous other famous quotes from Shakespeare’s 

tragedy many of which are spoken by the meddling Polonius! 

 

QUOTE   SPEAKER   WHERE 

A little more than kin and 

less than kind 

Hamlet Act I scene 2 

In my mind’s eye. Hamlet Act I scene 2 

To thine own self be true Polonius Act I scene 3 

Neither a borrower nor a 

lender be 

Polonius Act I scene 3 

Something is rotten in the 

state of Denmark 

Marcellus Act I scene 4 

Though this be madness, yet 

there is method in’t 

Polonius Act II scene 2 

The play’s the thing 

wherein I’ll catch the 

conscience of the King! 

Hamlet Act II scene 2 

The lady doth protest too 

much methinks. 

Hamlet Act III scene 2 

Goodnight sweet Prince 

and flights of angels sing 

thee to thy rest 

Horatio Act V scene 2 

HAMLET: A Synopsis 
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At Elsinore Castle in Denmark, Bernardo a member of the Danish watch has 

brought Marcellus, a Danish soldier and Horatio a scholar and friend to young prince 

Hamlet along in order verify the appearance of the ghost of the recently deceased King 

Hamlet. Right on cue, the ghost appears, and Horatio questions it to no avail. It is decided 

that the trio impart what they have witnessed to young Hamlet since it appears that 

“something is rotten in the state of Denmark.” We meet young prince Hamlet as King 

Claudius the new King of Denmark addresses his court. Hamlet is deeply troubled by the 

sudden marriage of his mother Gertrude to the present King Claudius his uncle which has 

occurred not even two months after his father (Old Hamlet’s) death.  Horatio, Bernardo 

and Marcellus greet Hamlet and confide to him what they have witnessed on the parapets; 

Hamlet agrees to watch with them that night and indeed sees the ghost of his father. The 

tormented ghost Hamlet shocks Hamlet with the revelation that “the serpent that did sting 

thy father's life now wears his crown.” Hamlet immediately decides to “put an antic 

disposition on in order to kill King Claudius and avenge his father’s murder. Hamlet’s 

drastic behavior changes catch the wary eye of Claudius and he summons two school 

fellows of Hamlet Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to help discover what troubles the 

prince; their efforts prove fruitless as do the machinations of the old counselor Polonius 

(father to Ophelia). Hamlet who on his lonely course of action is forced to break-up with 

Ophelia, (a girl whom he really loves) and is spied upon by Polonius and Claudius as he 

confronts her. Polonius remains convinced after this meeting that Hamlet’s love of 

Ophelia is the source of his madness however the shrewd Claudius sees Hamlet’s 

behavior changes as something much more dangerous and determines to send the young 

prince to England.  A group of players arrives at Elsinore and Hamlet seizes on this 

opportunity to insert specific passages in the player’s performance that will entrap King 

Claudius and dispel any doubts of his uncle’s guilt “the play’s the thing wherein I’ll catch 

the conscience of the King!” King Claudius does indeed betray his guilt while watching 

the player’s performance and Hamlet is immediately summoned to his mother Gertrude’s 

chamber where Polonius hides behind an arras still attempting to get to the heart of 

Hamlet’s “madness.” Presented with a perfect opportunity to kill Claudius on his way to 

his mother’s chamber Hamlet relents because the King is in the act of praying and 

Hamlet fears that his soul will go to heaven if murdered while in the act of prayer. While 

confronting Queen Gertrude with her shame, Hamlet murders the spying Polonius 

believing it to be Claudius and is subsequently revisited by his father’s ghost “this is to 

whet thy almost blunted purpose.” Claudius dispatches Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to 

accompany Hamlet to England with sealed instructions for the prince’s murder. While 

Hamlet is away Ophelia drowns herself from grief over her father’s death and her brother 

Laertes arrives to avenge his father (Polonius’) death. Hamlet meanwhile is returning to 

Denmark after having craftily switched the letters on his voyage to England assuring the 

deaths of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. Armed with this new information, Claudius 

assuages Laertes rage and turns its focus on Hamlet. A duel is devised between Hamlet 

and Laertes and Laertes’s weapon is dipped in poison to assure his revenge and Hamlet’s 

death. During the duel Queen Gertrude drinks a poisonous cup of wine that Claudius had 

intended for Hamlet, both Laertes and Hamlet are mortally wounded but before he dies 

Hamlet kills Claudius and at last avenges his father’s murder. Fortinbras the new King of 

Norway arrives to take in the grisly death scene and is declared King. 
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HAMLET is the longest role in Shakespeare with 1,422 lines and because of that many of 

the greatest actors of all time have played the role on stage and on the screen. 

12 Actors Who Have Played Hamlet 
 

1. Kenneth Brannagh 
2. Derek Jacobi 
3. David Tenant 
4. John Gielguid 
5. Lawrence Olivier 
6. Mel Gibson 
7. John Barrymore 
8. Jude Law 
9. Ethan Hawke 
10. Edwin Booth 
11. Daniel Day Lewis 
12. Sarah Bernhardt (yes! Dude looks like a lady!) 
 
Laurence Olivier’s 1948 black and white version of the film won an Academy Award 

for both best picture and best actor the first British film to win the best picture Oscar. 

Kenneth Branaugh’s unabridged version (un-cut) version runs at just over four hours and 

features a former Hamlet, (Derek Jacobi) as Claudius. In the nineteenth century there was 

no greater Hamlet than Edwin Booth, in the 1930’s John Barrymore of the famous acting 

family was regarded as America’s greatest Hamlet. The immortal French actress Sarah 

Bernhardt gave the Dane a try in 1899 and three-time Oscar winner Daniel Day Lewis 

left the stage mid- performance in 1989. Rumor has it that the great actor saw the ghost of 

his dead father with him on stage! In any event it marks the last time Day Lewis ever has 

walked the boards as a stage actor. More contemporary film versions feature Ethan 

Hawke in the title role, in this version The Ghost of Hamlet’s father appears on closed-

circuit T.V and Polonius is played by funnyman Bill Murray! Film star Mel Gibson does 

a very fine job in a 1990 version featuring Glenn Close and Helena Bonham Carter and 

directed by Franco Zeffirelli of Romeo and Juliet fame. The point being that every year 

fine actors from around the world have tackled and continue to tackle this immensely rich 

role in a wide variety of variations, languages and adaptations our own Associate Artist 

Joe Knezevich is in very fine company! 

.  
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More Matter with More Art 

Hamlet is often accused of being a character of inaction. In his five acts, he takes long 

asides, grapples with his conscience, and doesn't achieve his goal of killing Claudius, and 

thus revenging his father's murder, until a completely spontaneous act in the last two 

minutes of the play. However, his hesitancy in acting--committing murder--is completely 

justified, considering the complexity of his plight. He uses the art of his soliloquies not 

only to address his own personal concerns, but to eloquently debate a universal concern: 

what it means to be a human who is at odds with himself and with others. In this 

particular Georgia Shakespeare production of Hamlet, we considered the evolution of 

Hamlet's decision to murder Claudius, deciding that his inaction moves toward action 

much like a crescendo. 

 

First, Hamlet absolutely must clear the deed with his conscience. When we meet Hamlet 

for the first time, we see he already grapples with indecision about his course in life. 

Hamlet is plagued with grief over his father's death and his mother's betrayal. We know 

he's already in a state of depression and though he wishes to end his suffering ("O that 

this too, too solid flesh would melt"), he knows it is against his religion ("That the 

everlasting had not fix'd its cannon 'gainst self-slaughter"). He risks his soul by 

considering death as he eloquently argues the merits finding closure or learning to live 

with deep pain. This is the first step in that crescendo of action that director Richard 

Garner has tweaked. We have moved the To Be or Not to be speech far earlier in the play 

to precede Hamlet's fishmonger scene with Polonius. In Hamlet's track, then, he's still 

discovering his will to live, his will to cope, and his will to act. Could it be easier to die 

then to fulfill the terrible fate his father's ghost has laid on him? Hamlet resolves to live 

after his first soliloquy, but this resolution is arguably only final due to his interaction 

with his father's ghost. He is reminded again after To Be or not to be why his fight for 

vengeance is necessary, but he is still not convinced of the correct course of action.  

Hamlet must take the Ghost's word for a thousand pound as early as Hamlet does. As an 

audience, we do not get verbal confirmation from Claudius that he is indeed the murderer 

until his private prayer half way through the play--a revelation that is still unheard by 

Hamlet. As Hamlet considers, this Ghost could be a devil hoping to tempt Hamlet into 

committing his own murder most foul. Hamlet is only ready to act once his receives his 

confirmation during his play-within-the-play, a logical moment to wait for but an 

illogical plan to prove guilt. Hamlet cannot act before this confirmation. Without proof of 

Claudius's guilt, Hamlet could be committing Denmark's second most recent unnatural 

murder. We don't hear exactly how Claudius's reaction to the play might affect his 

innocence in court, so Hamlets political and social justification hang in the balance. 

 

The second biggest factor in proving Claudius's guilt is assuring everyone else in 

Denmark of his guilt. Hamlet doesn't have a moment to consider this plan for action on 

stage beyond what happens during the Murder of Gonzago. However, later, Hamlet has 

the proof he needs with the letter to England that he steals from Rosencrantz and 

Guildenstern proving Claudius wants Hamlet out to death, but upon returning, he doesn't 

have time to prove this publicly to court before encountering Ophelia's funeral and 
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rushing to right his wrong to Laertes in a duel. One would only assume that if Hamlet 

won the duel and no poison was in play, act six would have covered an unveiling of 

Claudius as a murderer. In the soliloquy where he chooses at last to act, Hamlet describes 

the foul deeds by Claudius and calls himself out for being a coward in his own inaction 

on revenge. A harsh critique from Hamlet, though months have passed and his father's 

honor and fate in purgatory hangs in the balance. For this production, once Hamlet 

decides once and for all he must kill Claudius--in a newly adapted scene melting two act 

four scenes together--there is no stop to the action for Hamlet. His "thoughts be bloody, 

or be nothing worth". Hamlet has finished with the philosophy that characterizes him and 

the soliloquies end shortly thereafter. He is ready to provide peace for his father's spirit 

and prove himself no longer a coward. 

 

The action comes so late in the play, which indicates to us that it's the deliberation that's 

the most important. This inaction causes us to consider the morality of Hamlet's chosen 

path. With these cuts to suit the crescendo of action, as an audience, we will feel the 

immediate shift that action causes Hamlet when he consciously chooses to have innocent 

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern put to death. In the end, a spontaneous opportunity allows 

Hamlet to kill the king, but does not allow him the justification in the eyes of the people 

that he desired. Hamlet appears to have murdered in cold blood. He must act quickly 

before he dies. So the deliberation is everything to him and the deliberation could not 

have saved his life, but could have left Denmark with something more than Horatio's tale 

to tell. His story, or the art, is what Hamlet leaves the world. As in life and after his death, 

Hamlet uses his art to convey more Matter, the concerns that affect every audience 

member: loyalty, honesty, closure, trust, grief, survival. Kate Wicker- Dramaturg 
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Lighting Shakespeare-Mike Post – Lighting Designer Hamlet  

 

A play by Shakespeare is a huge story involving Kings and Queens and people who affect the 

lives of millions.  They can take place anywhere and everywhere in the world and cover anything 

from days to years. And yet they are also painfully intimate. Shakespeare take the time to remind 

us these larger than life characters are also human beings with hopes, failings, desires and 

passions just like us. The director, cast, crew and designers must support this intimacy even more 

than the epic nature of the story.  So how does a designer help this? 

 

A designer looks at a story and asks the question, "How can I help tell it better?"  Working within 

their specific area, they makes choices to detail the world that make story clearer, the action more 

natural, and invite the audience to a better understanding of a play. Shakespeare provides exciting 

opportunities to someone who can recognize the challenge and has the desire to bring their 

creativity to bear on some pretty knotty problems. 

 

A Lighting Designer's specialty is, of course, light.  This has several ways to help tell the story.  

The first is simply visibility.  What can be seen and sometimes more importantly, what cannot.  

Part of the challenge of a Lighting Designer is to help an audience see the stage clearly so the 

story can be told.  On the other side of the coin, they are responsible for what the audience does 

not see, or at least does not pay attention to.  They need to be able to hide something that doesn't 

help tell the story, often in plain sight.  They provide focus to a moment by highlighting key 

action.  Anything else on stage may or may not be lit as appropriate, but the focus needs to be 

where the story is told the strongest. 

 

Also, the Lighting Designer helps support the mood of the story.  Whether it is a desperate 

moment of deciding whether it would be better to live or die, a passionate scene about love that 

can never be, or the intensity of a battle, the Lighting Designer brings an array of tools to affect 

the way an audience feels.  Color is a strong statement on mood and can make a moment 

passionate or full of sorrow.  However, that’s only one of the tools.  The angle of the light can tell 

you the time of day.  The intensity of a dim scene feels different than one that is brightly lit.  

 

Even how the light changes whether a quick bright flash or a slow intense build will affect the 

emotional impact. In Hamlet, which is every bit as epic as any Shakespeare, the focus is on the 

intimate.  We strip away the sense of monumental setting and elaborate costume in favor of the 

intensely personal story of a man tortured by the events of his life and his actions to make sense 

of them and set things right.  In lighting the show it is about seeing this world through his eyes, 

focusing on what is important to him and enhancing the moments in response to his mood.  To 

this end we use tricks of light and fabric to create otherworldly feelings. We use reflection to 

show how he constantly looks back at himself and the events of his life.  We isolate him from his 

world so he may see it and try to grasp what is happening. 
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PRE SHOW DISCUSSION/WRITING ACTIVITY 

Based on the Georgia Performance Standards: Writing, Speaking and Listening, 

Language for 10
th

 grade: ELACC9-10W2, ELACC9-10W3, And ELACC9-10W4 

 

Some major Themes in HAMLET 

Revenge 

Madness 

Moral Corruption 

Mortality

I. Activity One-Group 

Pick one of the listed themes of Hamlet and discuss in three different historical contexts. 

How is your theme dealt with in different time periods throughout history? 

 Pre-Christian Europe-During the Roman Occupation 

 Elizabethan England (1600’s): The period of Shakespeare 

 Contemporary New York, Los Angeles or Atlanta 

II. Activity Two- Individual 

Once you have discussed each of the possible themes and their historical contexts, 

select one specific time period to develop in a short essay. Identify yourself with 

Hamlet in your essay. Hamlet is a person thrust into extraordinary circumstances who 

is forced to deal head-on with revenge, madness, moral corruption and mortality. 

How would your Hamlet face these challenges? How would the specific time period 

you have chosen affect how your Hamlet deals with these challenges? 
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POST-SHOW DISCUSSION/ACTIVITY 

1. How were you affected or influenced by a contemporary version of Hamlet? Did 

it make the play and its situations more “real” to you or did it prove a distraction? 

2. Compare and contrast the leadership styles of Old Hamlet and Claudius, who is 

the more effective King? 

3. Gertrude and Ophelia are very different women but there are also many 

similarities between them. Think particularly about how the men in their lives 

affect them in a Georgia Shakespeare’s contemporary setting as opposed to an 

Elizabethan one. The men in Gertrude’s life include: the old King Hamlet, 

Claudius and of course Hamlet; for Ophelia its Hamlet, Laertes and Polonius. 

 4. In small groups, take a look at the following passage spoken by Hamlet: 

I have of late—but wherefore I know not--lost all my mirth, 

 forgone all custom of exercises; and indeed it goes so heavily 

with my disposition that this goodly frame, the 

earth, seems to me a sterile promontory, this most 

excellent canopy, the air, look you, this brave 

o'erhanging firmament, this majestical roof fretted 

with golden fire, why, it appears no other thing to 

me than a foul and pestilent congregation of vapours. 

What a piece of work is a man! how noble in reason! 

how infinite in faculty! in form and moving how 

express and admirable! in action how like an angel! 

in apprehension how like a god! the beauty of the 

world! the paragon of animals! And yet, to me, 

what is this quintessence of dust?  

As a group or individually, find a way to “adapt” this text into your own words. 

What is Hamlet trying to express here? Is he speaking from his heart or is he 

“feigning madness” Put yourself in his shoes whether you are male or female; 

how would you feel if your father recently passed away and your mother 

remarried your uncle less than two months later? How would this affect your 

world view? These are the questions that any actor playing the role needs to ask 

themselves. Now it’s your turn!                                        

To be or not to be, that is the question………….  
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Theatre Etiquette for Georgia Shakespeare 
 

We encourage you to explore the role of the audience in Shakespeare’s day.   

Who were the Groundlings?  How did they behave at a performance? 

How does it differ from the role of the audience today?  This will aid in presenting the etiquette requirements.   
 

Please have your entire group seated and accounted for prior to the 10:00 AM curtain time.  This request requires 
a recommended arrival time of 9:30 AM, at the latest.  We will seat first come-first served.  Please call the box 
office at 404-264-0020 if you are running late or lost.  The following is written for your students; please share with 
them the following ideas and regulations.     
 

What rules apply when attending live theatre?  Why are they different than attending a movie theater? 
The main reasons for the differences in etiquette are safety and courtesy.   

 

For obvious reasons, safety is an issue because the theatre is dark during a performance.  However, in live theatre, you 
may not always know what is coming next!  Not only is it dark, the door you may need to go through to get to the restroom may be 
the same door being used by an actor with a broadsword.  As a courtesy to the actors, house management staff and those seated 
around you, it is best to remain seated until a scheduled break in the performance. 
 Remember, unlike a movie, the actors are live on stage and can hear the audience when they talk, play video games, 
and text message.  They can see the light from your phone as you check your messages, or see you sleeping.  This distracting 
activity harms one of the most awesome parts of live theatre: the communication between the actors and the audience!  There is 
an energy that is passed between the two, and good audiences can make a good show jump to being a great show because the 
actors know that the audience is listening and engaged in the performance.  In a movie, the actors filmed 6 months ago, and are 
not part of the immediate experience like live theatre actors.      
 

A few behavioral guidelines to follow: 
The performers, crew and administrative staff are all professionals working to provide an exceptional theatre-going 

experience.  Please encourage your students to assist our efforts by abiding by school and theatre guidelines at all times.  

Please know that we will expect your students to comply with our standards when they are in our facility, and expect your 

help as their teacher in enforcing these rules and regulations.     
We encourage everyone to fully engage in the performance by reacting to the events on stage in an appropriate manner.  
Definitely laugh when something is funny, and definitely applaud at the end.  One of the most exciting things about a student 
matinee is its vibrant energy and spontaneity.  In addition, we expect the utmost respect to the actors, and other patrons sitting 
around you, by creating a quiet and non-disruptive environment so that everyone can enjoy the performance, including the actors.  
Therefore, please follow these guidelines:  
 

 The use of photography or recording devices is strictly forbidden at all times while in the theatre.     
(This includes camera phones, digital cameras, video cameras and audio recorders.) 
Any photography or recording taken will be confiscated due to copyright and performance union laws.   

 Cell phones are strictly forbidden in the theatre, and if seen, will be confiscated until the end of the show.   

The signals disrupt the digital lighting and sound for the show.  [This includes TEXT MESSAGING.] 

 Disruptive behavior will not be tolerated.   
This statement can be defined as talking, yelling, and inappropriate response to stage material.  Included in the definition 
of disruptive behavior is the use of headphones, cd players, ipods, video games, and sleeping.  Also, we will have a 
zero-tolerance level for throwing objects and for the use of laser pointers.  We will ask that all hoods from 

sweatshirts remain on the shoulders, and that all baseball caps are removed. 

 Please encourage your students to remain seated during performance.   
Unaccompanied students will not be permitted to leave the auditorium during the performance.   Bathrooms are 

located in the lobby and will be available for use prior to the scheduled curtain time of 10:00 AM.  Any patron who leaves 
the theatre during performance will be re-seated at the discretion of house management.   

 Food and drinks are not permitted in the auditorium. 

 After the performance, please remain in your seats.   
Our house management staff will release you by school to the buses in order to insure everyone’s organized return. 

 PLEASE NOTE: Students must be accompanied by a school appointed chaperone at all times.  Therefore, if a 
student from your school is asked to leave the auditorium by house management for any reason, a school appointed 
chaperone will need to accompany that individual to the lobby for the remainder of the performance.  The definition of 
disruptive behavior is at the discretion of stage and house management and may not result in re-admittance.   

 

If you have any further questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact our 

offices at 404-504-1473 or groupsales@gashakespeare.org. 


